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he 49th star of America is a
challenging land, for contained in
all its vast climatic and geologic diversity lies much of the future wealth and
security of the United States.
Alaska is indisputably a land of tremendous resource potential, abounding in rich
opportunity. With its endowment of resources, Alaska has the means - and the
raw materials - to keep open the door to
a prosperous and secure future for
America.
Trillions of cubic feet of natural gas lie
under Alaska's arctic coast. The only
stretch of American arctic is in Alaska. With
over 30 percent of the proven reserves in
the US., the surface of Alaska's tremendous petroleum potential has only been
scratched. The state already contributes
nearly 25 percent of domestic oil production.
Alaska's coal resources, topping six trillion tons, equal the total coal reserves of
all other states combined. World-class mineral deposits - yet to be developed have been discovered throughout Alaska.
Of the 30 minerals that the U.S. must now
purchase abroad, 22 are found in Alaska.
Many occur in commercial concentrations.
Alaska's forests contain more than 28
million acres of commercial timberland
while the 49th state's commercial fishery
accounts for over half of the total annual
U.S. fish production. With 33,000 miles of
coastline, more than all of the continental
US., Alaska's fishery is ranked sixth in
world production. In 1986, 1,162 domestic
fishing vessels and 527 foreign vessels
operated in Alaska waters.
(continued on page 7)
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The Resource Development Council's Eighth Annual International Conference on
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, Alaska's Resources, "What Alaska Can Do For America," will explore solutions, new
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concepts and different avenues to secure the public policy decisions necessary to transform

. Alaska's vast potential into great wealth for the nation.
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Set for February 26-27, at the Sheraton Anchorage Hotel, the conference will focus on
what Alaska can do for America with its strategic location, its people, front-line defense,
basic industries and sound resource management. The Friday and Saturday event will
put in motion techniques to elevate Alaska's national standing and convince decisionmakers in Washington that Alaska has great potential for making a contributing difference to
the nation's future.
With extremely professional and high-level speakers to help us expand horizons, the
conference is designed to serve as a platform for the vital interaction necessary to build
a national consensus favorable to Alaska development. Conference proceedings will be
circulated across the country, including Congress.
The Council is now in the process of confirming political leaders, senior executives, of
Alaska's industries and national authorities for the conference. A special conference
brochure listing speakers and other details will be released shortly.
In association with the conference, the All-Alaska Exposition, highlightingtourism, transportation and local economic development projects, will also be held at the Sheraton. The
1988 Expo will feature exhibits of Alaska communities, manufacturing and service companies and renown resource developers.
The All-Alaska Exposition and the What Alaska Can Do For America conference is
your great opportunity to learn and share important ideas, meet with other influential
decisionmakers and embrace a new publiclprivate sector spirit of cooperation. RDC urges
its members to share in the excitement.
Registration for the conference is $195. For additional information on the conference
and expo, call RDC at 276-0700.
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(continued from cover)
Strategically, Alaska is a secure and vast source of critical and important minerals.
With its key geographic location, Alaska is the hub of the vital air corridor for the Western
Hemisphere and the front line of defense for North America. Perched on the Pacific Rim,
Alaska is poised to be a major force in Pacific Rim trade and defense.
Much ignorance exists of Alaska's contribution to the security and economic well-being
of the United States. This lack of understandingresults in a variety of undesirabledecisions
being made by state and federal governments. Possible favorable developments are often
legislated against, postponed or discarded, effectively thwarting America's opportunity to
utilize Alaska's great potential, with Alaskans bearing the brunt of the economic impact.
Much of the 220 million acres of federal lands in Alaska, which alone would comprise
the second largest state in the union, have been withdrawn from resource development.
For example, the 55 million acres of designated Wilderness, where all development activities are banned, would consume the entire state of Utah. In addition, the 75.4 million
acres set aside as national wildlife refuges severely restrict development activities within
their borders. Domestically speaking, these refuge lands would comprise the fourth largest
state in America. Ninety percent of the nation's refuge system lies within the state of Alaska.
Placement of land into restrictive classifications,while failing to provide adequate access
routes through those lands to prime resource deposits, jeopardizes Alaska's promise of
making a major contribution to the future of the U.S. and its neighbors in the Pacific Rim.
It is on federal, state and native land that most future development will occur, yet much
of this land has been isolated as islands in a sea of parks and refuges.
The Resource Development Council's Eighth Annual International Conference on
Alaska's Resources, set for February 26-27, 1988, will address unfavorable land use
policies and other barriers that inhibit development. Most importantly, the conference is
directed at acquainting national decisionmakers and the media of Alaska's true potential
and the contribution new Alaska development could make to the nation's economy and
securitv.
~he'councilbelieves the February conference, titled "What Alaska Can Do For America,"
will challenge Alaskans to influence national perspectives, market resources competitively
and fight at the highest levels against barriers that inhibit development.
The conference proceedings, featuring the complete presentations of all speakers,
names and addresses of attendees, a sponsors and exhibitors list and an executive
summary, will be distributed to key decisionmakers across the country, including members
of Congress. Attend and make sure your name makes this vital register of concerned and
capable Alaskans. Proceedings may be ordered at time of registration for $20.
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RDC submits comments
A proposed timber sale in the Susitna
Valley that would allow the harvesting of 5
million cubic feet of wood annually over the
next 20 years could attract hundreds of millions of dollars in capital investments,
dramatically improve the local tax base and
put tens of millions of dollars into the state
and local economy each year.
However, a well-orchestratedcampaign
designed to stop this and any other largescale logging effort in the region has gained
momentum and threatens to derail a project
that could create hundreds of new jobs in
a depressed economy. State and local government officials complain the opposition
has released highly-speculative and misleading information to landowners and recreationalistsas well as tourism and fishing
interests. Meanwhile, the forest products
industry itself has expressed concern with
some procedures and sale mechanisms
under consideration.
The state Division of Forestry maintains
that the sale layout, buffer zones and road
construction would be designed to meet
the requirements of the Forest Practices
Act to insure no adverse impact to either
the fisheries habitat orthe water resources.
The average annual cut will not exceed the
sustained growth capacity of the region.
Only a small fraction of the area's forests
will be harvested in any one year.
By mandating cutting regimes that
minimize visual and other aesthetic impacts, the state can insure that no single
portion of the sale area is ever harvested
so heavily as to destroy the opportunity for
residents and visitors to enjoy the Susitna

Valley. Access routes and bridges can be
sited to guarantee only marginal impacts
to the important scenic qualities of the region.
Evidence from other areas with similar
ecosystems indicate the impacts to fish and
game populations from a timber sale such
as this can be positive if handled properly.
With improved infrastructure, fisheries enhancement projects - which are presently
too expensive - could become economically feasible and actually improvethe commercial, sport and subsistence harvest of
important fish species. An improvement in
game habitat could also occur through a
greater abundance of important food
sources not as prevalent in currently overmature forest areas.
In a lengthy letter to state forester John
Galea, RDC Executive Director Becky Gay
said the Council would not support any
timber sale that would threaten the continued viability of the crucial fish and wildlife
values of the region. However, Gay stressed that impacts to anadromous fish and
other fish and game can and should be
prevented. She pointed out that any timber
sale operator must comply with strict laws
and regulations enforced by three state
agencies and several federal agencies.
Gay assured Galea RDC strongly supports the state's intent to place large areas
of state forest land under active forest management. She said "on state land, the best
opportunity for near-term expansion of
Alaska's fledgling wood products industry
lies in large, long-term timber sales in the
relatively untapped forest areas like the
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The proposed timber sale would cover less
than 15 percent of the state lands in the
Susitna basin.
Susitna Valley." The type and quality of the
resources dictate the need for high volume,
low cost operations if maximum in-state benefit is to be garnered for Alaska, Gay said.
She added, "The proposed Susitna-Tyonek
sale is the closest the state has come in
recent years to offering enough timber in
an appropriate time frame to attract in-state
investment and processing."
RDC pointed out that long-term, largescale forest management programs of the
sort proposed have a number of advantages over the existing harvest-only programs. For instance, a significant advantage of the proposed sale is its likelihood
of attracting investment in value-added processing facilities in Alaska. The vast majority of employment associated with the wood
products industry lie in manufacturing, not
harvesting. But major processing activity
will not come to Alaska unless the state
can guarantee long-term access to a large
and plentiful timber supply.
In addition, the large, long-term timber
sales are likely to make timber held by other
public and private entities more viable for
future development. Access and infrastructure providedto support a major sale would
also provide for other resource development, recreation and other land management opportunities in the region that could
further diversify and stimulate the economy.
Within its comments, RDC addressed
several technical concerns with the sale,
one of which focused on timing. The Council expressed concern that the schedule
may not allow enough time for potential
operators to evaluate the final sale proposal and prepare responses to the state.
RDC has found a keen interest in this sale
from many Alaskans and from entities in
other states and countries. An extension
of time allowed for the submission of bids
and proposals may be warranted in this
case due to the level of interest that has
been expressed.

8 million acres, or 45% of ANWR's 19 million acres, are
designated wilderness, off-limits to development.
Another 47% of ANWR, managed as wildlife refuge, is essentially wilderness, although not given that classification.
Development of potential world-class oil deposits would
occur only within the Coastal Plain 1002 lands, a small area
which comprises less than 8% of the refuge.
Another 450,000 acres of similar and adjacent coastal plain
is already designated wilderness, and would remain off-limits
to development.
Less than 1% of the 1.5 million acre tract being considered
for leasing would feel any development impact even if "full
development" were to occur from the discovery of a supergiant oil field.
In ANWR, concern for loss of wilderness is an aesthetic
problem, not a wildlife or biological problem.
The Central Arctic Herd at Prudhoe Bay has increased fivefold since oil activity began 15 years ago. The herd still roams
freely amid the infrastructure, safe from hunting.
The notion that oil development harms caribou is based on
the idea that oilfields displace caribou, denying them access
to habitat. If full development would consume less than
15,000 of ANWR's 2 million acres of coastal plain lands,
habitat would not be a limiting factor.
The Porcupine Caribou Herd knows no political boundaries,
roaming across millions of acres along Canada's Coastal
Plain.
Two-thirds of the pregnant cows in the Porcupine Caribou
Herd chose to have their calves in Canada during 1987,
while only a third of the cows calved in Alaska's ANWR. In
eight of the past 15 years, most cows stayed east of the
area proposed for oil and gas leasing.
The large majority of Prudhoe Bay spills have been small
and occuring on gravel pads designed to catch oil. During
the 1985-1986 recording period, more than 1 billion barrels
of oil were safely produced at Prudhoe Bay. Only 25 spills
totalling 166 barrels reached the tundra, requiring minor restoration measures.
Data from government-mandated monitoring programs reveal Prudhoe Bay air quality consistently meets federal and
state standards and is not comparable to that of large cities.
RDC hopes the ANWR issue can be brought to a favorable
conclusion before July 1988, otherwise the fall election will likely
postpone final action until 1989or beyond. You can help influence
this issue by writing letters to members of the Senate Energy
Committee, Senate Environment and Public Works Committee,
House Merchant Marine and FisheriesCommitteeand the House
Interior Committee. We can win this issue only with your help.
Your opinion counts!

to be held in Anchorage at the end of February. The heading
also suggests the thrust of our RDC Foundation's activityeducating the federal establishment, American decisionmakers
across the land, and even the folks here at home, about the
contributions the 49th State can make toward a more prosperous and secure country.
What can Alaska do? What important role can she play?
The published proceedings of our forthcoming conference will
provide a pretty good answer and a working document. The
participants at our 1988 event will help mold the result; we need
the most diversified and biggest attendance we've ever had.
The intellectual stimulation will be superb.
Alaska historian Robert A. Frederick, over 20 years ago,
limned Alaska's specialness: "As the prehistoric gateway from
Asia to America it is both the first frontier in the New World
and a last frontier. It has a unique distinction of being an
eastern frontier, and a western frontier. It is both the oldest
fronter and the newest frontier of this continent."
An Alaskan named Alfred P. Swinford expressed the RDC
spirit when he asked, "Is it desired that the undeveloped resources of Alaska should be developed? If so, it lies with Congress to inaugurate a substantial beginning in that direction. It
is only necessary that the shackles which fetter the progress
of a great empire in embryo be removed . . . " (Fourth report of
the Governor of Alaska to the Congress, 1888). The embryonic
great empire is still waiting to "strut its stuff." To be sure, considerable progress has been made. Nevertheless,our economy
could be more diversified and vibrant.
Take fisheries. Alaska is one of the most important fish origins on the globe. But, much more value could be realized from
an expansion of the fishing industry. Alaskans have shown
themselves to be good at it; our waters are rich and productive.
A great new effort is in order.
Take mining. Gold was the lifeblood in the first quarter of
this century. In the last 30 years oil has enriched our lives, the
Treasury and the stockholders. Its contribution is unparalleled.
But the most knowledgeable mining people tell us that Alaska
today has enough valuable minerals to support a multi-billion
dollar industry. We still need to get rid of the shackles; we need
a more favorable and forthcomingattitude. The minerals await.
Take timber. A good start was made through the efforts of
former regional forester and later governor, Frank Heintzleman.
But most of the resource has not been tapped. Again, the most
knowledgeable people on the subject aver that Alaska's timber
industry could be in the multi-billions of dollars.
Are Alaskans smart enough to make use of the opportunities
at hand, overcoming governmentalobstacles, securing the vast
capital required, giving the state an infrastructure which will
allow resource development? The answer remains to come in.
The question gives us Alaskans the most excitement any present-day Americans could enjoy. Can this first and last frontier,
this most easterly and most westerly frontier, this oldest and
newest frontier, become a frontier of modern enterprise with
an expanded resource economy, providing the most civilized
benefits ever enjoyed at these northern latitudes? Can we show
that Alaskans have the wit and stamina necessary to create an
outstanding American civilization in the far north of the globe?
Will our exports and our industries enrich the federal treasury
and reduce Uncle Sam's trade imbalances? Will this frontier
serve as a sentinel for the American continent's defense? What
can Alaska do for America?
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Department of Natural Resources Commissioner Judy Brady says Alaska has a new
window of opportunity in boreal forest management because of new processes available.
'We can take care of the resource management part," Brady says, "but you (conference
attendees) are going to have to take care of the political part."
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Galea noted that access to large tracts
of timberland is lacking. Commercialutilization in most areas is limited until access
problems can be overcome.
"There is a strong feeling we are close
to the time, if not now, to begin investing
in our state's forestland," Galea said. He
noted the state is in the process of determining what interest there may be by both
the domestic and foreign timber industry in
bringing into reality a stable wood processing facility that would be the first step in
managing forest resources.
Galea proposes to build a viable forest
products industry through major changes
in the way Alaska manages, charges for
and renews its forests. Changes include
the introduction of a fair and eauitable ~ r i c ing system for timber which issensitive to
market fluctuations, production costs and
the value of the products produced.
In addition, the new management would
replace the forest with second stands
selected for genetic quality as in Finland.
Reforestation responsibility would shift
from the state to companies harvesting
timber with the state retaining oversight
supervision. Access roads to harvest areas
would be the responsibility of the timber
purchaser, except for access roads needed
for the small timber operator.
To balancethese responsibilities,timber
purchaserswould be given greater security
of tenure and other incentives.
Galea stressed where similar programs
have been put in effect, there resulted substantial increases in forest growth, wildlife
values, improved habitat and greater tax
base support by establishment of wood
processing facilities. Significant increases
in the local job markets and added diversity
to the overall economy also occurred.
*
*
*
hile the Department of Natural Reis strongly in favor of accelerating
bring the boreal forest under promanagement practices which
d to a large-scale wood products
n Interior Alaska, other state dements approach forest management
a different perspective.

Commissioner Dennis Kelso of the
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation sees his role in forest management revolving around the protection of air,
land and water resources.
' I see the key to the balance we seek
as early consultation and early planning,"
Kelso told delegates attending the RDC
Education Foundation conference. "1 think
it's essential to have full inter-agencycooperation and coordination as sales are planned. It avoids costly delays, makes good
sense and identifies expectancies for industry and informs the public."
Norm Cohen, Deputy Commissioner of
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game,
said his department is prepared to work
with the wood products industry to ensure
that its timber development proceeds at a
reasonable pace and cost, but that such
development must be accompanied by a
reasonable level of fish and wildlife protection. Through various practices, regulations
and mitigation options, Cohen said ADF&G
strives to "strike that often fragile balance
between helping industries like yours
(timber) thrive while at the same time carrying out our mandate to protect fish and
wildlife resources."
*
*
*
RepresentingAlaska's heartland, Senator Jack Coghill of Nenana, Chairman of
the Senate Resources Committee, warned
conference attendees that Alaska's forest
management program is in danger of being
studied to death.
'We don't want to manage one tree, but
the whole forest," Coghill said in discussions regarding Senate Bill 112, a controversial piece of legislation that would bring
about many of the forest management
changes proposed by state forester Galea.
SB 112 would allow for a Forest Management Agreement (FMA) or Stewardship
Contract concept, presently in use in certain Canadian provinces and in some other
states.
Under the FMA concept, contracts are
written between the state and the private
operator coveringthe entire forest management cycle, including harvesting, reforestation, tending and silviculture. The contracts

are usually written for a period of 20 years,
with an "ever-green"clause permitting fiveyear extensions, providing all contract
stipulations are met.
"The bill is loose because we have an
area 115 the size of the Lower 48 and there
needs to be case-by-caseflexibility to make
it happen," said Coghill. "We need to go
forward with it and do a trail-and-error on
it and get away from the philosophy of having to answer every question before we
make a move."
SB 112 passedthe Senate 20-0 last session, but remained in the House Resources
Committee.
Representative Sam Cotten, Chairman
of the House Resources Committee, said
the reason the bill is still in House Resources is because "we think it will take
more than a zero fiscal note and we are
counting on you (RDC) to help arrange the
priority of the dollars in the legislative process." Cotten, who represents Eagle River,
said he will be taking a closer look at the
budgets of the three resource agencies and
promised to release a report with results
and recommendations.
Representative John Sund, a member
of the House Resources Committee, said
FMAs are a way to get around the uncertainty of politics in future years. "If you didn't
have the 50-year contracts in the Tongass,
Congress could come in and say there will
be no more timber sales and that would be
the end of industry right there," Sund said.
"Industry wants to come in with the assurance that there will be long-term timber
sales," the Ketchikan representative
added.
"An FMA with a zero fiscal note isn't
going to work," Sund stated. "We all know
it's going to take some dollars . . . it will take
some commitment to get that."
Senator Lloyd Jones, a member of the
Senate Resources Committee, said the
zero fiscal note is a possibility. "If you ask
for proposals from the private sector and
provide all the tending of the land under
state supervision, I think you can just about
get a zero note," Jones said. "That was the
intent. If you put more responsibilityin state
government, you're going to bring that up,
which is fine if it's the will of the public and
the legislature."
Representative Niilo Koponen of Fairbanks questioned the need for the FMA
and complained the current bill as written
is "too wide-open." He said if the FMA concept is not set up properly, large multinational logging operators could squeeze
out small producers.
Of the senators and representatives
speaking at the boreal forest symposium,
there was a general consensus that an
FMA concept would pass this session, but
in modified form.
After spending thousands of dollars in
forest management studies and little to
show for them, Representative Jim
Zawacki, Anchorage, concluded that "we
should have had major changes by now.
It's time to stop talking."
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